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INTRODUCTION

Welcoming the new academic year 2020-2021 wishing to come back safe and with high positive spirit.

Kindly, under the instructions of Mr. Jan we will gather our forces to work together as one team.

Dear Diligent Team, 

Please, in the following slides we will be discussing the method of sterilization plan and the distribution of uniforms 

and books for the academic year 2020-2021. It is possible to benefit from the plan and make the necessary 

adjustments in the paragraphs to suit the situation of your schools.

This is in addition to the necessity to abide by the recommendations and directives of the Ministry on sterilization of 

school uniforms and books for the academic year 2020-2021.

Kindly, I would like to remind our diligent and efficient team that I have already been visited your school store And 

you attended the training related the distribution methods of books, uniforms and stationary . We will communicate 

with you to cooperate and provide assistance. Do not hesitate to contact me and we are always at your service and 

support.



TO BE NOTED 

 In case that any team member found any inquiry, we will be working together to find the best method to solve it.

 Kindly be noted that we will be in close contact with all store in charge to offer the necessity guidance and 

assistant if needed.

 We work together for success and continuous progress



STERILIZATION AND DISTRIBUTION OF UNIFORM AND BOOKS 
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BOOKS STERILIZATION STEPS: 

1. Prepare large open area in the school for the sterilization station 

2. Prepare all the required materials from masks, gloves, sanitizers, books and school bags for packing

3. After receiving the books, and checking it with the original order

4. First, the books will be kept in the sun according to the ministry circular for a period of time 

5. Then all the books will be sterilized one by one and must note that all the staff handling the sterilization area 
must wear gloves, masks and always using sanitizers and washing hands. 

6. After sterilization the books will be packed in bags, each bag must tailored for each student needs and have his 
books according to his class, then after sealing the bags it will be sterilized again

7. Keep the sterilized bags in classes for a period of time 

8. Now it is ready for distribution, we will be discussing in details later.



STERILIZATION OF BOOKS UNDER THE SUN 



BOOKS BEING STERILIZED



UNIFORMS STERILIZATION STEPS: 

1. Prepare large open area in the school for the sterilization station 

2. Prepare all the required materials from masks, gloves, sanitizers, uniforms and school bags for packing

3. After receiving the uniforms, and checking it with the original order

4. First, the uniforms will be sterilized and must note that all the staff handling the sterilization area must wear 

cloves, masks and always using sanitizers and washing hands. 

5. After sterilization the uniforms will be packed in bags depending on the students sizes, each bag must tailored for 

each student needs and have his uniforms according to his class, then after sealing the bags it will be sterilized 

again

6. Keep the sterilized bags in classes for a period of time 

7. Now it is ready for distribution, we will be discussing in details later.



BOOKS AND UNIFORMS AFTER STERILIZING AND PACKAGING 





THE DISTRIBUTION STEPS

1. Proceed to the reception or online school website and the account section will be starting the procedure.

A.  Online Admission open 2020.2021 www.riss.ae. and Pay the amount of the school fee, collected the  receipt from 
accounting section and received from the account section the books and uniforms distribution form with stamp and 
signature .

Notice:- Some of Athena school the Books& Uniforms cost included with student’s fees.

B.  Parents can register on the school bus and pay the fees.

2. The parents will fill the form with the student information , check the correct size from measurement notice board and 
submit the students uniforms size on the distribution form . 

(Note: we have support staff to help, and for the Students they are not allowed to try the uniforms, the uniforms are none 
returnable, they are only allowed  to change the items size.) 

3. After the parents collecting the books and uniforms the staff member that delivered the items to the parents

must sign the paper form to conform the delivery and collecting the forms from the parents to complete our procedure.

http://www.riss.ae/


4. Stores in charge following up the Athena Purchasing LPO. And the delivery time of books, stationary and uniforms 

orders , when you received the items check the delivery and invoice items and submitted to the account section .

5. Explain the sanitizers and distribution plan to the support staff  and assign the staff with their duties and assign the 

shift timing table and coordinate with management to specify a distribution date and time.

6. Send a memo to the parents informing them all the distribution policy and the task details.

7.  Assign specific area in the school for girl’s section to have their uniform stored at, and other specific area for the 

boy’s section to have their uniform at. 

8.  Both sections Girls and boys must have to only check the sizes according to the sign board sizes detailed for 

fitting sizes to facilitate the process of finding the student right size.

9.  We sincerely apologize; we cannot provide a tailor in each department for students to have any size adjustments, 

Clothes not allow to Measure outfit the uniforms, or returned, only if we got instructions from the ministry. 



10. lastly, after the parent receive the student books and the uniforms the staff of uniform committee will sign and 

the form will remain with the uniform committee to follow the procedures.

 Do not hesitate to contact us if you have any questions and we are ready to provide the advice and cooperation 

with support.



THE ORGANIZATION PLAN FOR DISTRIBUTING THE STUDENTS 
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MANUEL ORGANIZATION

1 Arrange the time period for distribution.

2 Arrange the location for distribution inside the school.

3 Determine the distribution committee inside the school.

4
Arrange Roll-up shown in it the steps of the process of receiving the student's books, school uniforms, 

stationery or any other services and arrange all the signboard .      

5
Organize and prepare uniforms, books and stationery distribution equipment form for the students 

according to the materials prepared for the student annually.                          

6 Arrange the signboard to explain the distribution location , all the kinds , quantities , and other details.

7
Organizing files for all the students according to the academic Grades to save all distribution forms in it as 

an important reference for the stores in charge  and as important information for feeding the IT systems. 

8
Arrange and organize the store to receive the new stock, work on handling all the old materials, as 

indicated by previous visits and directions.

9 Working and speeding up solutions for old materials in the store, and this was clarified previously.



IT. SYSTEM

1
Organizing an excel sheet showing all the materials in the store according to the categories ( BOOKS -

UNIFORMS - STATIONARY- COPYBOOKS ).

2 It is necessary to organize and index the school uniform according to the academic Grades.

3
If the categories are approved according to the academic grades we will guarantee correct solutions in 

case the measurements change.





DISTRIBUTION



BOOKS ARRANGEMENT & DISTRIBUTION FORM



DISTRIBUTION PLAN IN SCHOOL CLASSES




